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LET’S NET OUT THE USE OF MATH

 Derive unrealized or unanticipated conclusions from data
 Accurately depict the real world from representative data
 Predict the actions of people, processes and events
 Measure the truth (external validity) in the data or 

conclusions/decisions
 Organize (classify) the world according to your 

needs/objectives
 Save resources through partial effort



THE UNIVERSE OF MACHINE LEARNING

Source: Simon Bal, AzureML



COMPUTATIONAL FOUNDATIONS

Bayesian Networks Creating evidence of 
truth through the use of 
ever more specific sets of 
probabilities

Neural Networks Gathering data,
weighting the data, 
establishing thresholds, 
producing 
actions/decisions

Sparse Dictionary 
Learning

the linear decomposition 
of an input signal using a 
few basis elements 
learned from data itself



COMPUTATIONAL FOUNDATIONS

Support Vector Machines Classification of new data; An SVM 
model is a representation of the 
examples as points in space, mapped 
so that the examples of the separate 
categories are divided by a clear gap 
that is as wide as possible. 

Association Rule Learning method for discovering interesting 
relations between variables in large 
databases. Big data patterns
extracted on continuous basis

Representation Learning set of techniques that learn a 
feature: a transformation of raw 
data input to a representation that 
can be effectively exploited in 
machine learning tasks. Data is 
collected to create a representation 
of surroundings.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature_(machine_learning)


EXAMPLES BY FUNCTION

 Sales: Gainsight and Clari (both BCV portfolio companies), Lattice, Insidesales.com and Gainsight
are using data science and machine learning to automatically detect sales opportunities and 
renewals at risk and to generate more accurate sales forecasts.

 Marketing: Captora and Persado are using data science to rapidly personalize and evolve content to 
meet the shifting needs of prospective customers. 

 Human Resources: Entelo, Gild and Concept Node are using machine learning models to identify 
and recruit talent and to make internal teams work more effectively

 Finance: Anaplan, Adaptive Planning and Trufa are part of a new generation of finance-oriented 
companies that are using predictive analytics to transform the financial planning function.

 Operations: Cognitive Scale is applying AI to redefine operations data used in procurement, service 
operations and customer acquisition

http://www.gainsight.com/
http://www.clari.com/
http://www.lattice-engines.com/
http://www.insidesales.com/
http://www.gainsight.com/


TOP ML/AI APPLICATIONS BY VERTICALS

 Retail: face recognition, customer interests, on-line purchasing vs. local store, repeat buying 
patterns, loyalty program optimization, product purchase prediction, physical store design

 Manufacturing: Predictive maintenance or condition monitoring Warranty reserve 
estimation, Propensity to buy, Demand forecasting, Process optimization, Telematics

 Healthcare: Alerts and diagnostics from real-time patient data, Disease identification and risk 
stratification, Patient triage optimization, Proactive health management, Healthcare provider 
sentiment analysis

 Hospitality:  Aircraft scheduling, Dynamic pricing, Social media – consumer feedback and 
interaction analysis, Customer complaint resolution, Traffic patterns and congestion 
management

 Financial Services: Risk analytics and regulation, Customer Segmentation, Cross-selling and up-
selling, Sales and marketing campaign management, Credit worthiness evaluation

 Energy, Utilities: Seismic data processing, Carbon emissions and trading, Customer-specific 
pricing Smart grid management, Energy demand and supply optimization



SURPRISING APPLICATIONS (SOURCE: LAURA DIANE HAMILTON)

 Seal Mobile ID is trying to recognize the user of a mobile device based on accelerometer data (how he holds and 
moves the phone).

 The Online Privacy Foundation sponsored a competition to see if it's possible to predict whether someone is a 
psychopath based on his twitter usage. (According to the leaderboard, you kind of can.)

 Fast Iron wants to predict the auction sale price of a piece of heavy equipment — essentially create a Blue Book for 
bulldozers.

 Similarly, Carvana is building a model to determine if a car bought at auction is a lemon.
 Marinexplore and Cornell University are trying to identify whales in the ocean based on audio recordings so that 

ships can avoid hitting them.
 Dunnhumby and hack/reduce are trying to predict in advance whether a product launch will be successful or not.
 Oregon State University is looking to determine which bird species is/are on a given audio recording collected in 

field conditions.
 Amazon is looking for a model to "predict an employee's access needs, given his/her job role." If new employees are 

starting with inadequate permissions, then it is a costly time suck for them to submit access request paperwork, get 
supervisor approval, and get granted access by IT. If Amazon is able to create a smarter permissions system with a 
machine learning model, they can save quite a bit of time and money.

 Benchmark Solutions is trying to predict the trade price of U.S. corporate bonds.
 StackOverflow wants a model that will predict which new questions will be closed.



FUTURE USE EXAMPLES

 Determining when decisions should be made (timing) and not expecting MORE data to 
have an impact (knowledge): Relaxed Linear Algebra for Knowledge Discovery: Breuer, 
Army Research Labs

 Knowing the interest level of your content before releasing it: www.IJSI.org
 Discovering the interests of society derived from the issuance of grants and research 

rewards: GrantsIQ
 Google DeepMind: Video deep learning platform designed to mimic human learning of 

games. Technically it uses deep learning on a convolutional neural network, with a novel 
form of Q-learning, a form of model-free reinforcement learning. Wikapedia

http://www.ijsi.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q-learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reinforcement_learning


DISRUPTION DEFINED

IoT
Big Data

High Performance Computing

Machine Learning



TOP 10 GUIDELINES FOR FINDING YOUR ML DISRUPTIONS

 Become knowledgeable on AI/ML analytical foundations
 Mine your existing data
 Find new data collection opportunities within your company (e.g., sensors)
 Comb the market for useful data sources
 Survey competitor interest in ML – extract insight
 Conduct “If I only Knew…” analysis- forget “What if?”
 Conduct disruption sessions with your teams
 Corner the market for important data – information barriers
 Employ cloud platforms to simplify implementation
 Conduct a pilot to generate momentum



DISRUPTION SOURCES & USES
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• Ask the right questions
• Rely on samples – parsimonious science
• Generate an insightful business culture
• Survey available technologies and data sources
• Create a AI/ML disruption program within your 

company



SUMMARY

 Know the science
 Seek out opportunities to apply ML knowledge
 Utilize the emerging tools in prototypes
 Engage experts to supplement your internal 

teams – expand perspectives
 Begin NOW!
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